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Eponymous
Yeah, reviewing a book eponymous could accumulate your near friends listings. This is just one of the
solutions for you to be successful. As understood, attainment does not recommend that you have fabulous
points.
Comprehending as without difficulty as promise even more than extra will pay for each success. next to,
the pronouncement as skillfully as perspicacity of this eponymous can be taken as without difficulty as
picked to act.
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Eponymous
Traditionally, an eponymous person or thing (i.e., an "eponym") might be a mythical ancestor or totem
believed to be the source of a clan's name. Today, however, "eponymous" more typically refers to such
individuals as the front man of "Theo's Trio" or the owner of "Sally's Restaurant" (Theo and Sally,
respectively, of course).
Eponymous | Definition of Eponymous by Merriam-Webster
Eponymous is a fancy word used to describe things (restaurants, books, movies, etc.) that are named
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after a person. One of the more common uses of eponymous is in articles or stories about the history of
something that’s named after a person who is still alive or involved.
Eponymous | Definition of Eponymous at Dictionary.com
The Krays' notoriety has endure, from the eponymous starring Spandau Ballet's Gary and Kemp to the 2015
movie Legend, Hardy remarkably portraying both the Krays' notoriety has continued to endure, from the
eponymous 1990 film starring Spandau Ballet's Gary and Martin Kemp to the 2015 movie Legend, with Tom
Hardy remarkably portraying both twins in the film.
Eponymous - definition of eponymous by The Free Dictionary
At its end is a powerful ode for baritone and orchestra to the eponymous city and its treasured memory.
From the Cambridge English Corpus The eponymous hero, whose unrequited love comprises the principal
theme of the opera, sings no fewer than six airs in this style. From the Cambridge English Corpus
EPONYMOUS | meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary
‘The eponymous heroine is a shy 17-year-old whose mother arranged her marriage at birth.’ ‘Lanchester's
second novel follows a day in the life of its eponymous hero.’ ‘The eponymous hero wanders off for two
minutes before his worried mother finds him.’ ‘The real surprise was that the eponymous anti-hero isn't
the central character.’
Eponymous | Definition of Eponymous by Oxford Dictionary ...
The definition of eponymous is something or someone that gives its name to something else. An example of
eponymous is a person named Jackson who founded a city being the reason for naming the city
Jacksonville. An example of eponymous is a band using its name as the name for the band’s album.
EPONYMOUS
eponymous
or entity
eponymous
Hamlet.

| 5 Definitions of Eponymous - YourDictionary
(comparative more eponymous, superlative most eponymous) Of, relating to, or being the person
after which something or someone is named; serving as an eponym. Robinson Crusoe is the
hero of the book. Prince Hamlet is the eponymous protagonist of the Shakespearian tragedy

eponymous - Wiktionary
Eponymous The adjective eponymous traditionally describes someone for whom something, especially a work
of art, is named. So, for example, the novel Jane Eyre ‘s eponymous character is Jane Eyre, and the
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eponymous hero of the film Spartacus is Spartacus.
How to Use Eponymous Correctly – Grammarist
Joseph Banks was surely the eponym of eponyms. From Alaska to Indonesia, from Tierra del Fuego to
Tasmania, there are capes, islands, straits, mountains, bays, points, channels, peninsulas, counties and
towns named after him.
Eponym | Definition of Eponym by Merriam-Webster
The adjectives derived from eponym include eponymous and eponymic Word usage. The word is used in
different ways. In the most frequently cited meaning, an eponym is a person, place, or thing after whom
or after which something is named, or believed to be named. In this way, Elizabeth I of England is the
eponym of the ...
Eponym - Wikipedia
Eponymous is an adjective that refers to the person, place, or thing that something else is named after.
However, eponymous can also refer to the thing that is named after something else. For better or worse,
we humans like to give our names to things. Sometimes, we name things after the people who were involved
in discovering or formulating them.
Eponymous Definition | Grammarly Blog
What is an example of an eponym? “Thanks to his Machiavellian antics, Joe got a promotion that he didn’t
earn.” In this sentence, the word ‘Machiavellian’ is a reference to the Italian author, Machiavelli.
10 Examples of
noun a person,
take its name:
derived from a

Eponyms in the English Language
real or imaginary, from whom something, as a tribe, nation, or place, takes or is said to
Brut, the supposed grandson of Aeneas, is the eponym of the Britons. a word based on or
person's name. any ancient official whose name was used to designate his year of office.

Eponym | Definition of Eponym at Dictionary.com
An eponymous hero or heroine is the character in a play or book whose name is the title of that play or
book.
Eponymous definition and meaning | Collins English Dictionary
eponym 1. the name of a real or legendary person that has been applied to a thing, institution, etc, as
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atlas. 2. the name of a person that is used to describe a time or period, as the Augustan Age. —
eponymic, eponymous, adj.
Eponym - definition of eponym by The Free Dictionary
Eponymous reinforces the notion that the inchoate R.E.M. was a rare and brilliant gem of a group. While
a somewhat brief CD, it provides quality listening from start to finish with hits such as "The One I
Love," "(Don't Go Back to) Rockville," and "Driver 8" tucked amid the likes of an alternate take of
"Finest Worksong" and the wonderfully ...
R.E.M. - Eponymous - Amazon.com Music
This set, 'Eponymous' is the set to own if you are just starting your R.E.M. collection. It's got all of
the major early IRS recordings from 1983-1988. I can't get enough of songs like 'Radio Free Europe,'
'The One I Love' and 'It's The End Of The World As We Know It,' all of which appear on this set.
Eponymous by R.E.M. on Amazon Music - Amazon.com
AllMusic Review by Stephen Thomas Erlewine Basically a singles collection from R.E.M. 's first five
albums, Eponymous gives the listener a sense of the band's change from folk-rock to rock.
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